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Abstract: In this paper, different models for disease detection and classification are studied for cannabis plants. Cannabis plants 

are used for medical and recreational purposes with its recent legalization in some places. Cannabis farmers face problems in 

cultivation of the crop since it’s susceptible to multiple disorders. With early detection of the disease in the crop it is possible to 

prevent large waste of yield in the crop. A real dataset is considered for disease detection and classification purposes which is a 

combination of text and image data and that has been collected over a period of one and a half years (Feb 2018-August 2019). 

The models used in this study are Fast Region Convolutional Neural Network(F-RCNN), MobileNet Single Shot Multibox 

Detector(MobileNet-SSD), You Only Look Once(YOLO) and Residual Network-50 Layers (ResNet50). It is found that the 

MobileNet-SSD provided the best accuracy amongst all the object detection models that are studied and has a lesser training time 

as well. ResNet 50 is used for identifying the number of images required for a good fit without having to label first and then 

studied for the object detection models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cannabis is one of the oldest plants that is still 

cultivated[1] for multiple purposes. There are multiple 

uses of this plant like it is grown for fibre, hemp oil, for 

medicinal or recreational purposes etc. [1,2,4]. It is used 

as a pain reliever for neurogenic pain caused due to nerve 

damage, muscular cramps etc.[2]. Its cultivation and use 

is permitted legally for restricted medical purposes in 

some states of the US, European Countries, Canada, 

Israel etc. because it is also used as narcotics[3]. 

For the study stated in this paper, the real image and 

text data was collected with respect to Cannabis plants 

from Feb 2018 to August 2019 in Oregon, USA. The data 

so collected was preprocessed and object detection 

methods were applied to the images of Cannabis plants, 

so as to further analyze the detected object for disease 

identification and classification. 

Object detection is a method in computer vision and 

image processing [5,7] through which one can 

semantically detect and classify different classes of 

objects. Object detection has been around for a long time, 

however with recent advances in deep learning 

techniques it is possible to detect and classify a huge 

variety of objects into multiple classes in real time.We 

therefore leverage this ability of deep neural networks to 

detect and classify in real-time to be able to classify 

different diseases occurring in the cannabis plant.This 

paper discusses the different deep neural classifiers 

available for detection and classification such as F-

RCNN, ResNet 50, SSD and YOLO and how the models 

are evaluated on a mixture of data that is similar to the 

real dataset to determine the best possible model for use 

when the full dataset is collected. The model is then 

tested on part of the actual dataset to determine if the 

sampling method provided reliable results. The results 

indicate that the model performs well and provides good 

performance on several examples based on real datasets. 

The main difference between the proposed algorithm and 

the existing ones is that the model considers some 

temporal structure, i.e. it can learn the progression of the 

disease and the extent of damage over time. The rest of 

the paper is organised as follows: Section II reviews the 

available literature of different deep learning models for 

http://dx.doi.org/10.12785/ijcds/100106 
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object detection and disease detection and classification. 

Section III provides the details of the sample and real 

dataset. Section IV describes the implementation details 

and explanation of results. Section V briefly summarizes 

the gist of the paper as Conclusion and also talks about 

Future scope. 

2. RELATED  WORK 

Four models are applied on the above stated datasets. 
Three of these being object detection and classification 
models and one being a simple image classifier namely 
F-RCNN (Fast Region Convolutional Neural Network), 
MobileNet-SSD (MobileNet Single Shot Multibox 
Detector), YOLO (You Only Look Once), ResNet50 
(Residual Network - 50 Layers). 

A. Fast Region Convolutional Neural Network (F-

RCNN) 

In order to introduce F-RCNN, first Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN)and Region based Convolutional 
Neural Network (R-CNN) are discussed. A CNN [6] 
greatly reduces the number of parameters in a neural 
network for image classification. This allows for 
development of larger models which was not possible in 
traditional Artificial Neural Networks. CNN’s are great at 
solving problems in which features are spatially 
independent. For example, in case of classifying disease 
on a leaf, the positioning of leaf and the position of 
disease on the leaf is not a matter of concern. The only 
concern is to detect the disease regardless of its position 
in the given image [18]. Region based CNN(R-CNN) is a 
variant of CNN, used for object detection, which 
proposes a set of boxes on the image and checks if any of 
the boxes contain objects [8, 9]. Regions are extracted 
from the image using selective search algorithms, the 
boxes within these regions are generated to see if they 
contain any objects [7,8,9]. After the regions of interest 
are extracted from the image, a CNN is used for each 
region to extract specific features defining the region. 
These features are then used to detect objects within the 
image. There seems to be some disadvantages of R-CNN 
for disease detection and classification of Cannabis 
plants. Some of the problems associated with R-CNN are 
[7]:  

 Its training is complicated and more time consuming: 
A CNN is first fine-tuned on an object location (or object 
proposal) to a log loss function, then linear Support 
Vector Machines (SVMs) are fitted to the generated CNN 
feature maps. The SVMs then behave as object detectors, 
which essentially replaces the SoftMax function in a 
classifier. Slow speed of detection: It is slow because the 
computations for each object location in the forward pass 
are not shared in a CNN. Since the dataset contains over 
10k image samples, training time and speed is an 
important factor, and because of the above stated 
drawbacks of R-CNN, Fast-Region Convolutional Neural 
Networks(F-RCNN) are next explored. F-RCNN aims to 

fix some of the problems that are seen in R-CNN. F-
RCNN also has an upper hand due to its improved 
accuracy and improved training time. The F-RCNN 
method has some advantages [7] such as  

• High detection quality  

• Single stage training  

• All layers can be updated during training  

• No requirement of disk storage for feature caching 
The implementation for Fast R-CNN is freely available at 
[20]. 

The network takes the entire image as input along 
with a set of object locations (which are in the form of a 
bounding box). The next step is to produce a 
convolutional feature map. Then, a region of interest 
pooling layer extracts a fixed length feature vector for 
each object of interest in the picture. This sequence 
vector is then fed into a fully connected layer that 
branches out into two output layers. One produces a 
SoftMax probability estimate over K object classes and a 
“background class” [7]. The other layer produces four 
real valued numbers, which are the coordinates for where 
to draw the bounding box in the output image. The two 
output layers use SoftMax and regression loss. The loss 
function is denoted by the variable ρ(x, y) [13]  

                  𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

𝑛
 ∑ 𝑍𝑖𝑖                             (1) 

where 𝑍𝑖 is given by 

Case 1: 0.5 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2, if |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖| < 1            (2) 

Case 2: 𝑧𝑖 = |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖| − 0.5, otherwise 

   

The detailed explanation of this loss can be found in 
[13, 16]. End-to-end learning is performed by back 
propagating the gradients through all the layers [9].  

 

B.  Single Shot Detection & MobileNet-SSD 

Single Shot Detection (SSD) is basically a process of 
detecting objects in real time. In SSD, firstly feature 
maps are identified and then convolutional filters are 
applied to images to detect the objects. The SSD uses a 
feed-forward CNN to produce bounding boxes 
[11,12,22]. Also, the network in SSD generates a score 
corresponding to each object in the bounding box and 
also computes adjustments required for the bounding box 
to fit the object most appropriately [22]. Since this can be 
slow for processing images, a faster solution is required 
so that the model can be deployed on a mobile phone 
with average graphics processing abilities and 
MobileNet-SSD overcomes this shortcoming of SSD. 
MobileNet-SSD comprises depth wise and point wise 
convolutional architecture. The implementation in 
TensorFlow comprises the first layer being fully 
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convolutional and the rest of the architecture based on 
depth-wise separable convolutions [11, 21]. The last fully 
connected layer is non-linear and connects into a 
SoftMax layer for the final classification. The remaining 
layers are followed by batch normalization and ReLU 
[11]. The aim here is to minimize the loss function, 
which is essentially a combination of classification loss 
and regression loss. So, mathematically 

𝐿(𝑥, 𝑐, 𝑙, 𝑔) =
1

𝑛
[𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓(𝑥, 𝑐)  +  𝛼 ∗ 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐(𝑥, 𝑙, 𝑔)]        (3)   

where ’n’ is the total number of matches of default boxes. 
Lloc is the localization loss between the predicted box(l) 
and the ground truth box(g). Lconf is the softmax loss 
over multiple confidences(c) and α is the weight term 
which is usually 1. The regression loss used here is the 
same as that in the F-RCNN. The implementation for the 
MobileNet-SSD model is freely available in the 
TensorFlow model zoo, which can be found at [14]. 

     

C. You Only Look Once (YOLO) 
 

YOLO is an object detection framework targeted at 

doing real-time object detection and is faster than SSD 

and MobileNet but SSD detects more accurately. The 

main advantage of using such a network is its speed. This 

type of model is implemented as a convolutional neural 

network as shown in Fig. 1[10]. The YOLO network 

accepts training data in the Pattern Analysis, Statistical 

Modelling and Computational Learning Visual Object 

Classes(PASCAL VOC) [23,24] or Common Objects in 

Context(COCO)[23,25] dataset format. In PASCAL 

VOC there is a file created corresponding to each image 

in a dataset but in COCO, there is one single file for the 

complete dataset. The bounding boxes in both the dataset 

formats are different. In YOLO, the network consists of 

twenty-four convolutional and then two fully connected 

layers.  

    The YOLO framework functions in the following way. 

The image is broken down into a n × n grid. Then image 

classification and localization are applied on each grid. 

YOLO predicts the bounding boxes and their 

corresponding class probabilities. In order to train the 

model labeled data is required. Every cell in the grid 

contains a y value, which is a one n dimensional vector. 

If the image is broken in to a 3 x 3 grid, and there are 3 

classes that are required to be classified, the y value is a 8 

dimensional vector that consists of the following 

 

𝑦 = [𝑝𝑐 , 𝑏𝑥, 𝑏𝑦 , 𝑏ℎ, 𝑏𝑤 , 𝑐1 , 𝑐2, 𝑐3]          (4)                  

 

Where pc is a value that is either 0 or 1 and describes 

if there is a presence of an object in that grid cell. b(x, y, 

h, w) describe the coordinates of the bounding box and 

c1, c2, c3 describe the presence of a particular class in 

that grid cell, these values are also binary in nature. The 

bounding box prediction is decided by a formula called 

as the Intersection over Union (IoU). IoU calculates the 

intersection over union of the actual bounding box and 

the predicted bounding box 

 

                         𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
    (5)                 

 

The IoU value must be as low as possible for a good 

prediction. The loss value is calculated by taking the sum 

squared error between the predictions and the ground 

truth[10]. The total loss function comprises of the 

following 

 

  • Classification loss  

• Localization loss  

• Confidence loss 

 

   The total loss is calculated as a sum of these three 

losses [10]. YOLO has great speed (almost real-time 

depending on GPU) however suffers from limitations that 

make its use inadmissible in this application. YOLO fails 

at detecting smaller sized objects with a reasonable 

accuracy. It is especially incapable at detecting several 

small sized objects that are clustered together, this is not 

a helpful trait for diseases that are present on leaves as 

small spots. 

 

 
Figure. 1. YOLO architecture as described in [10] 

 

D. Residual Network (ResNet 50) 

Residual Network(ResNet 50) attempts to tackle the 

saturation and degradation of accuracy in deeper neural 

networks [17]. Instead of learning a direct mapping from 

say x → y for a function H (x), a residual function F (x) = 

H (x) − x is defined, where F (x) represents the stacked 

linear layers and x represents the identity function ( also 

known as identity shortcuts), thereby forming shortcut 

connections [18]. The network consists of mostly 3*3 

filters. CNN layers are down sampled with a stride of 2. 

The average pooling layer is global and is a fully 

connected layer with SoftMax at the end. Residual 

connections are encapsulated in a residual block [18]. For 

residual learning, when input(x) and output(y) has the 
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same number of dimensions then the following equation 

is used 

        𝑦 = 𝐹(𝑋, {𝑤𝑖}) + 𝑥                            (6) 

                    
where F(x, {wi}), the residual mapping function, which 
is to be learnt. Here x and F must have the same 
dimensions. But if input and output have different 
dimensions then a linear projection Ws is used to match 
the dimensions as in (7) . 

  𝑦 = 𝐹(𝑥, {𝑤𝑖}) + 𝑊𝑠𝑥                               (7) 

       Therefore, the authors Kaiming He et.al [17] 
concluded that: 

• ResNet converges faster than its counterpart (VGG) 
[17]  

• Only identity shortcuts are used most of the time with 
projection shortcuts being used when the input dimension 
of the input changes. 

 • ResNet 50 has a top-5 error of 5.25 and a top-1 error of 
20.74 [17] 

Taking these points into consideration, ResNet 50 has 
many trainable layers and is a fast converging network 
compared to its counterparts. 

 

 
 Figure 2. Format for the structured component of the dataset 

 

3. DATASET 

For this study, two datasets are considered, one is a 
real dataset and one a sample dataset. The structure of 
real and sample dataset and purpose of sample dataset is 
described below. 

A. Real Dataset 

The real dataset is collected over a period of one 

and a half years(Feb 2018-August 2019) in Oregon, 

USA. The real dataset is collected in two formats:  

• Structured Data  

• Image Data  

The structured component of the dataset is shown in 

Fig. 2 The first attribute contains the file name, the file 

can be in any format (PNG, JPG etc.). The second 

attribute has the number of days that have passed since 

the start of the growth of the plant whose picture has 

been mentioned in the first column. The third attribute is 

a simple binary indicator whether a disease is present or 

not, 1 if a disease is present and 0 in the absence of any 

disease. The fourth attribute is the name of the disease 

present (in all lower-case letters); and if there are 

multiple diseases, it is separated by a comma. The fifth 

attribute describes the stage of the disease whether it is 

1st or 2nd or 3rd stage. The sixth attribute is the cure 

notes or ’remedies’ with respect to the plant disease(s) 

mentioned by the fourth and fifth attribute. The 

remaining four attributes are light intensity, carbon-di-

oxide, soil moisture and soil PH that have been collected 

from the plant health monitoring sensor (PHMS) that is 

placed in the soil of the plant pot. A sample of a leaf 

image from the dataset is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

                 Figure 3. Sample image of cannabis leaf 

 

The unstructured part of the dataset just contains 

images that are unlabelled, all in one folder. The 

following six diseases and issues were tracked through 

the growth cycle of the plant. 

 

 

      • Powder mildew  

• Calcium deficiency  

• Heat stress  

• Water issue  

• Humidity  

• Potassium deficiency 

 

Each of the diseases and issues can broadly be 

categorized into three stages according to the farming 

experts so consulted. Hence in totality there are eighteen 

categories into which these images can be classified. 

However, when this study started, till that time the data 

so collected did not have ample number of images 

representing Calcium deficiency on the cannabis plant. 

So, while this study was conducted, Calcium deficiency 

was not considered and only five categories with three 

stages each were contemplated 
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Figure 4. Example of one image from each of the 6 classes 

 

Fig. 4 shows one sample from each stage of disease 

or issue. The image portion of the dataset along with the 

annotations was converted into Pascal VOC format and 

COCO dataset format. Image annotation is basically 

labeling the images like in our case it is labeled by 

bounding boxes. And these labels are defined by system 

designers or engineers. The annotations are saved in 

XML files in Pascal VOC, where there is one XML file 

per image. In the generated XML file, the path to the file 

is stored in the < path > element and the bounding boxes 

are stored in individual < object > tags. Each bounding 

box is defined by the upper left and bottom right corner 

coordinates of the image. The only difference with the 

COCO format is that it stores this information in a JSON 

structure. Thus, one can store bounding box coordinates 

in array-like structures. JSON is a more popular format to 

pass information through the internet, hence it is 

beneficial to convert to the COCO format as per the 

model requirements. 

B. Sample Dataset 

Initially all the models were tested on a sample 

dataset that was similar to the real dataset.  

 

 
 
                Figure 5. Sample dataset 

 

This dataset consisted of 6 categories of flowers and 

6 categories of playing cards. Playing cards were 

purposefully included in the sample dataset so that the 

cards could be captured with small and large image 

section overlaps (as seen in last image of Fig. 5) whereas 

flower pictures available online did not have much of 

overlap. Also, there were no images of different 

categories of flowers that overlapped in the same picture. 

However, the cards dataset did exhibit this characteristic. 

The playing cards data was taken from images captured 

from Edje Electronics. Introducing playing cards images 

into the sample dataset is essential because the difference 

between different playing cards is very small, just like 

how the structure of the cannabis leaf will be the same 

but the diseases will be different on the leaf. Flowers are 

visually similar in nature to a cannabis leaf due to it 

being from a category of flora and having no fixed edge 

shapes. An example of this sample dataset is 

demonstrated in Fig. 5. As observed in the sample dataset 

visualization, there are twelve categories in this dataset, 

which should translate to the real dataset performing in a 

similar way on the best observed model. The sample 

dataset consists of the following 12 classes, which are 

• Cannabis  

• Daisy  

• Dandelion  

• Rose  

• Sunflower  

• Tulip  

• Diamond Card  

• Heart Card 

• King Card   

• Ace Card 

• Jack Card  

• Queen Card 

 

Each of the classes in the sample dataset consist of 

400 images. The average dimension of the image in the 

dataset is 840 x 840. So each image in the dataset has 

been reduced to that dimension using a python script and 

has no impact on features of the image and loss of 

significant information. 

4.  IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

    The experiments were carried out on an Intel core i7 

8750 H @ 2.2Ghz machine. The machine had 16GB 

RAM, 8 GB VRAM and Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU. The 

softwares so used are LabelImg, Tensorflow, Anaconda 

and Python. Before labelling the data, it is split into 

appropriate folders using a simple python script. Each 

image belonging to one class is put into one folder. 

Therefore, all the images containing sunflower will be in 

a single folder. In the next step the images are labelled 

according to their respective classes using a tool called 

LabelImg [20] as shown in Fig. 6. 
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    Figure 6. GUI of labeling software for drawing bounding boxes 

 

 The user must draw a rectangle around the ’area of 

interest’ and the tool saves the coordinates of the 

bounding boxes in a ”.xml” file format. The coordinates 

it saves are [xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax]. Later a script is 

used to extract only the coordinates of the bounding 

boxes along with the image file name and the class into a 

CSV file format. The LabelImg tool also saves the 

coordinates of the area of the bounding box directly in 

the YOLO format. The real dataset contains around 4000 

images so far and the size of the dataset is still increasing 

as new images of the cannabis plant keep pouring in from 

time to time. With each image being around 6 MB, the 

total size of the dataset is around 15.6 GB. This is too 

large to process all at once, since the GPU available at 

hand only has limited memory. Thus, the data set is 

compressed to at least one third of the size without 

compromising on the image quality. This was done by 

stripping the EXIF (Exchangeable image file format) data 

from each image. This reduced the total size of the 

available dataset to about 6 GB. 
 

A. MobileNet-SSD Results 

The model was trained with the default parameters 

which took a time of approximately 2 hours and 20k 

epochs. From Fig. 7, the loss value is 0.06, which is the 

acceptable loss value quoted by [11,12], the authors to 

achieve a good training accuracy of the model. The light 

graph line in Fig.7 is more spiked and a smooth loss line 

is an approximate representation of the same. As the 

number of epochs are increasing the loss of the model is 

decreasing. Loss is a number that basically indicates how 

bad a model is in predictions. The loss graph 

demonstrated in Fig. 7 is the total loss for the model and 

not for a single instance. The inference graph for the 

model was then frozen so that it could be used with a 

simple NodeJS front end for testing purposes. The frozen 

inference graph is a graph that cannot be trained any 

further. This model achieved an accuracy of 85%. 

 

 
         Figure 7. Epochs vs. Loss graph for F-RCNN 

 

The architecture of the end-to-end system is 

demonstrated in Fig. 8 and the frozen inference graphs 

were swapped out in the python script component for 

testing. 

 

 
 
                Figure 8. NodeJS architecture  

 

B. F-RCNN Results 

The F-RCNN model was found faster in training and 

reached a similar loss value in lesser epochs and 

timesteps but suffered in accuracy when multiple objects 

belonging to different classes were present in the same 

frame. Fig. 9 shows the loss value of approximately 2 at 

190 epochs which when extrapolated to 350 epochs, it 

achieved a loss of 0.05 per epoch. Here, the number of 

epochs are extrapolated to 350 because for 350 epochs 

the loss value is 0.05 which is an acceptable value for 

loss for the F-RCNN model. 
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  Figure 9. Epochs vs. Loss graph for F-RCN 

C. YOLO 

When the data set was tested with YOLO, it did not 

converge and when investigated, it was found that it 

failed to converge due to a limited number of images. As 

the size of dataset is increasing because new images are 

still getting added to the dataset collected so far, so in the 

future when more images are available for training, the 

dataset will be appropriately tested on YOLO again.  
 

D. ResNet 50 

Since ResNet 50 does not require the dataset to be 

labelled with bounding boxes, the dataset was split in 

three ways  

• Five diseases with all stages at once that is with 15 

categories.  

• Only five diseases with no stage information that is 

with 5 categories.  

• Two diseases with three stages each that is with 6 

categories related to two diseases only. 

 

Table I shows the accuracies of all the different splits of 

the data sets. Fig. 10 shows the confusion matrix for five 

diseases with 3 stages each. Fig. 10 clearly shows that 

two diseases, Powder Mildew Stage 1 and Water Issue 

Stage III have the best accuracy. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.11 shows the loss graph when the model was 

trained on all five diseases with all three stages. The 

accuracy of the model is 62%. which is quite less than 

desirable. One reason identified for this is the number of 

images for each class and then each stage of disease is 

not enough. 

 

 
 

          Figure 10. Confusion matrix for all diseases 

 

Fig.11 shows us that the model is a good fit after seven 

epochs.  

 
Figure 11. Epochs vs Loss graph for ResNet 50 for all the diseases and 

all stages 
 

The confusion matrix for the five diseases without 

considering the stages (that is all three stages are 

considered as one stage only for each of the five diseases) 

is demonstrated in Fig. 12. 

This confusion matrix clearly indicates that Powder 

Mildew and Water Issue are two diseases having the best 

accuracy. When the five diseases are considered without 

segregating three different stages then the accuracy of the 

model has improved from 62% to 72% because the 

number of images per category are increased, so the 

overall accuracy drastically shot up.  
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                 Figure 12. Confusion matrix for all diseases without stages 

 

The training and loss graph as demonstrated in Fig. 

13 shows that the model is a good fit and the validation 

loss is significantly better when more images are added 

to the dataset. 

 

 
Figure 13. Epochs vs Loss graph for diseases without considering stages 

As observed from table I and Fig. 14 the model 

performed the best in classifying two diseases with three 

stages each with an accuracy of 88%. This is mainly 

attributed to having more image data in those two classes 

of diseases. This proves that the model can be scaled up 

to identify more diseases along with their stages provided 

we give it more training data. The accuracy achieved is 

impressive considering that there are very minuscule 

differences between the different stages of the diseases. 

This model was also trained for seven epochs and hence 

the results are comparable to the previous outcomes of 

ResNet 50. 

 

             Figure 14. Confusion matrix for two disease with three stages 

each 

It can be observed from Fig. 15 that the validation 
loss is significantly lower than the previous two 
experiments and that the model is a good fit. 

 

 

                      Figure 15. Two diseases with three stages each 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

From the above experiments and results it can be 
concluded that MobileNet-SSD has achieved 85% of 
accuracy for all five categories of the diseases with three 
stages each. ResNet 50 shows an accuracy of 88% for 
detecting and classifying two different diseases with 
three stages each and for all five classes with three stages 
each, the accuracy is approximately 62%. The accuracy 
of F-RCNN was lesser than MobileNetSSD. The real 
dataset is yet to be fully labelled to be tested on the object 
detection models, however the results from the 
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experiments instill a confidence that a detection and 
localization of the diseases can be performed using the 
parameters set in the object detection models. In the 
future it is planned to incorporate the structured 
component of the dataset to augment the detection and 
classification process. 
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